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Lattice theory is one of the most important mathematical constructions. 
Its importance principally comes from lattice structure associated with the 
inclusion relation of sets. The extension of operations defined on a set to 
subsets is a well defined process. The extension principle for fuzzy sets has 
been proposed, in the context of possibility theory, by Zadeh [S], see also 
[4], and interesting applications have been done to fuzzy real calculus 
[2, 31. Unfortunately many properties of the original operations are lost by 
their extensions. 
In this paper we try to extend operations of a lattice structure and to 
define a subclass of fuzzy sets on which the extensions induce a lattice. 
Such an extension has been motivated by the need to define “smooth struc- 
tures” [ 11, starting from possibilistic interpretations. These results can be 
applied to some classes of fuzzy sets on the set of subsets, fuzzy or not, of a 
set. In this case the underlying operations are union and intersection, and 
the underlying order is inclusion. 
In the second section we recall some properties of extension. In the third 
section we give some extension results when we work in topological spaces. 
In the forth section we study extension of lattice structures. 
II. EXTENSION OF FUNCTIONS AND RELATIONS 
L will be the lattice [0, 11, let X, Y, Z be sets, let Lx, L ‘, L” be the 
fuzzy sets of X, Y, Z, and let 2x,2y, 2z be the classic subsets of X, Y, Z. Let 
f be a map f: Xx Y--f Z and R a relation on Xx Y. We want to extend f 
and R to classic subsets and fuzzy sets. For editing reasons the extensions 
will also be noted f and R, but the context will be sufficient to avoid 
confusions. 
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DEFINITION 11.1. The extension off to classic subsets is defined as 
f(A, B) = (z E z 1 z =f(x, y), x E A, y E B}. 
The extension off to fuzzy sets is defined as 
f(A, B)(x) = sup{A(a) A B(b) 1 x =f(a, b), UE X, b E Y}. 
These extensions are related by known representation results. 
PROPOSITION 11.1. A, B being fuzzy sets of X, Y then we haoe 
CfM WI,= n f(CAl,, f(CBl,), where [Cl, is the cc-cut of C. 
Y<% 
So we have [f( A, B)], ~f( [A],, [B],), but unfortunately the inclusion 
is generally strict. 
The extension of a relation is more delicate to define. We think, and we 
will see in the sequel that it is justified, that a possible definition is 
DEFINITION 11.2. The extensin of R to classic subsets will be defined as 
R(A, B)HVUEA~~EBR(~,~) and VbEBkEAR(u,b). 
By analogy we will define two possible extensions for fuzzy sets. 
DEFINITION 11.3. The extension of R to fuzzy sets is defined as 
&(A, B) ++ Vu E X 3b E Y R(u, b), B(b) 3 A(u) and 
Vb E Y 3u E X R(u, b), A(u) Z B(b). 
Another extension, certainly more adapted, will be noted R and is defined 
as 
RCA, B) ++ Vu E X sup{ B(b) I R(u, b), b E Y> 2 A(u) and 
VbEYsup{A(a)I R(a,b),u~X}>/B(b). 
These extensions are related by: 
PROPOSITION 11.2. Let A, B be fuzzy sets of X, Y then 
&A, B)-VWCAI., CBI,). 
Obviously we have #(A, B) ---t R(A, B), but generally the converse does not 
hold. 
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Proof To prove the first part we only have to prove 
PI H P2, where Pi is Vu E X 3h E Y R(a, b), B(b) 3 A(a), 
and P2 is Vx(V’ae [A]. 3b~ [B], R(a, b)). 
The two other expressions can be proved in the same way. 
Let US show Pl -+ P2. Let n E [A],, so A(a) 2 CC, and then there is b E Y 
such that R(a, h) and B(h) 2 A(a) -+ h E [B],. 
Let us show P2 + Pl. Let us note that A(a)=cc, then a~ [A], and so 
there is b E [B], such that R(a, b) and then B(b) B c( = A(a). 
Under continuity assumptions these representation results become 
stronger. 
III. PROPERTIES OF EXTENSIONS IN TOPOL~CICAL SPACES 
Under continuity assumptions the properties of the extensions become 
very nice. So we will assume that X, Y, 2 are topological spaces and as 
before we consider the extensions off and R. 
PROPOSITION 111.1. Let us suppose that A and B are quasi-compact and 
closed fuzzy sets of X and Y, respectively ( [A] I and [B] I are quasi-compact 
and closed sets for every n). If f is continuous (Xx Y being endowed with the 
product topology) then we have 
For eoev a Cf(A, B)L=f(CAlxt CBI,). 
f (A, B) is quasi-compact, and if X, Y, Z are Hausdorff spaces then f (A, B) is 
compact. 
Proof: We know that [f(A,B)],=&,,f([A],, [B],), and so that 
[f(A, B)],xf([A],, [B],). Let us prove the converse. Let x be in 
[f(A, B)], then for every y<cc we have x~f([A]~, [B],). We note 
Hy= {(a, b) I x=f(a, b), a E [A],, b E LB],}, and that these sets are closed 
and quasi-compact. But yi > yz -+ H,, c H,, and y < a + H, # 0, SO 
cl ., < 3L H, # @ and then there are a E [A]., b E [B], such that x =f(a, b), 
which proves that x~f([A]., {B],). 
The continuous image of a quasi-compact set is quasi-compact and so is 
f ([A],, [B] ,J. When the spaces are Hausdorff then quasi-compact sets are 
closed and are said to be compact. 
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PROPOSITION 111.2. Let us suppose that A and B are quasi-compact and 
closed fuzzy sets of X, Y and that the relation R satisfies: 
For every XE X and ye Y the sets {t E Y ( R(x, t} and 
{t E X 1 R( t, y)} are closed. Then the extensions k(A, B) and 
R(A, B) are equivalent. 
Proof. We have only to prove that R(A, B) -+ l?(A, B), and from 
symmetry that 
VasupjB(b)( R(a,b)}3A(a)+Va3h,R(a,b) and B(b) 2 A(a). 
Let A(a) = r, so for every y < c( we have 
H,=(~EYI R(a,b) and B(b)byj #:. 
But y , B yz + H,, c H,, and H, are quasi-compact and closed sets. So we 
have &,, H;, # a, which proves that there is a h in Y such that R(a, b) 
and B(b)Bcc=A(a). 
IV, EXTENSION OF A LATTICE STRUCTURE 
E will stand for a set endowed with an order relation d for which it is a 
lattice whose sup and inf are noted v , A. We will try to build an extension 
of the relation < and of the operations v, A to some classes of fuzzy sets 
on E in order to get the same kind of structure. For typographic 
constraints we will use the same symbols for extensions and primary 
operations on E. As defined earlier we have two extensions for 6, and they 
will be noted < and < (4 corresponds to the ixtension & of the 
preceding sections). Context will be sufficient o identifiy what operation or 
relation is denoted. 
First let us remark that the extension of < is reflexive and transitive, as 
it will be easily proved, but generally the extension does not verify antisym- 
metry. For example let us consider E = R with its natural order and let A 
and B be defined by 
A(x) = 1 when x E [0, l] u [2,3] and 0 elsewhere, 
B(x) = 1 when x E [0, 31 and 0 elsewhere. 
We easily verify that A k B and B 2 A but we do not have A = B. 
Another problem is about the comparison of fuzzy sets which are not 
normalized. For some level the cut of one of then is empty, and the 
comparison has little interest; moreover, the extensions of v, A are not 
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compatible with the extension of 2. For example let us consider E = R 
with its classic lattice structure and let A, B be fuzzy sets defined as 
A(x) = 1 when x E [ 1,2] and 0 elsewhere, 
B(x) = 0.5 when x E [3, 41 and 0 elsewhere. 
We verify that A and B are not comparable, but on the other hand we have 
AvB=BandsoAvB>BbutAvB&A. 
In order to avoid such phenomena we will only consider a subclass of 
fuzzy sets on E. 
DEFINITION IV.l. % will be the class of fuzzy sets on E which satisfies: 
~ C E %? if C is normalized (3x E C C(x) = 1). 
--CE%? then xdy~zzC(y)~C(x) A C(Z). 
- CE V then C(x v y) 3 C(x) A C(y) and C(x A y) 3 C(x) A C(y). 
An analogous definition for classic subsets on E would be to consider a 
class ‘$ such that: 
- C E f if C is nonempty. 
--CE$$ then xdy<,- and x,zEC+~EC. 
-CCEgthenx,yEC+xvyandxr\yareinC. 
We can easily verify that the properties of C E %? can be reformulated 
from the cuts as 
CE%?+-+for every m[C],E$?. 
PROPOSITION IV.l. The extended relations > and * are order relations 
(they are reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive). 
Proof: The proof for 3 will be a consequence of a further result 
(Proposition IV.3). So we only consider the case $. Reflexivity is obvious. 
Transitivity is a straightforward consequence of the definition A 3 B and 
B 2 C implying that Va, 3b, a 2 6, B(b) 2 A(a), but for that b there is c such 
that b 2 c and C(c) 3 B(b) and so from transitivity we have Va, 3c, a 3 c, 
C(c) 2 A(a). 
The dual property can be proved in that way, so A 2 C. 
Let us prove antisymmetry. We suppose the converse: there are A and B 
in % such that A 2 B and B 2 A and A # B. Let us consider an x such that 
A(x) > B(x) (A #B implies that there is an x with A(x)> B(x) or 
B(x)>A(x)). But A>B-+3b, x>b, B(b)>A(x) and B>A+3c, c>x, 
B(c) 2 A(x), but we have c 2x > b and so B(x) 3 B(c) A B(b) 2 A(x), a 
contradiction, 
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We now want to relate the extensions of v, A and the extension >, of 
the order relation. We know that in a lattice, defined from the operations 
v and A, we can build the underlying order relation by a > b CI a v b = a 
and a A b = 6. But from absorption b A (a v b) = b and so a v b = a + 
b A a = 6. In the same way we prove the converse and so a > b t-t a v b = 
a-ar\b=b. 
We will first prove that %? with the extensions of v and A is a lattice 
and then that the extensions satisfy A v B = A t--f A 3 B. As a subproduct 
we deduce that 2 is an order relation as mentioned in the preceding 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION IV.2. $9 endowed with the extensions of v and A becomes 
a lattice. When the underlying lattice is distributive then so is %Y. 
Proof. First we prove that %Z is closed under the extensions v, A. Let 
A and B be in %T. We must prove that A v B and A A B are in 55’. We only 
treat the case of v, as the treatment of A is very similar. We remark that 
in E when G>CJ and 6>b then for every x such that a v b<x<c? v 6 we 
canfindu,bsuchthatx=avbandada6aandb~b~b.Infactaandb 
can be taken as u=xr\ii, b=xr\6. We have u<ti and u=xr\ci>, 
ii A (a V h) > @ A (@ V b) = LZ; x 2 (X A 5) V (X A 6) and (8 A X) A 
(6 A X) <X A (ii V h) = X, SO X = (ii A X) V (6 A X). 
Let be x<z<y and A v B(x)=sr, A v B(y)=P, then for every 
y < tl A fl we have: there are al, bl, a2, b2 such that x= al v bl, 
y=u2 v b2, and A(ul), A(u2), B(bl), B(b2) >‘J. Let G=ul v ~2, 
@=a1 A a2, b=bl v b2, b=bl A b2, ?=a v b, _c=a v b. We have A(G), 
A(g), B(b), B(b) >y, and then A v B(c), A v B(F)> y. From _a,<~?, _b<b, 
and _c<x<z<y=F we can find a and b such that g<u<ii, b<b<6 and 
so A(a)>?, B(b)by, and z=a v b, which implies A v B(z)>?. So we 
deduce A v B(z) >, ti A /I. But the same reasoning can be done about x, 
because _c d x Q C, and so we conclude that A v B(x A y), A v B(x v y) > 
2 A 8. 
We must prove that the extensions of v, A satisfy the lattice axioms: 
idempotence, commutativity, associativity, and absorption. We prove 
idempotence of v; the treatment for A is analogous. Let us show that 
AEV-+A v A=A. 
(A v A)(x)=sup{A(y) A A(z) 1 x=y v z}, and from the case y=z=x 
we have A v A(x) 2 A(x). Let us suppose that A v A(x) > A(x), then there 
are y and z such that x = y v z and A(y) A A(z) > A(x). But from proper- 
ties of 5~7 we have x = y v z --, A(x) 2 A(y) A A(z), a contradiction. 
Let us prove that the extension of v is commutative; the case of is A 
analogous. A v B(x)=~up{A(y) A B(Z) 1 X=Y v z}=suP{A(Y) A B(z) ( 
x=z v y}=Bv A(x). 
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Let us prove that the extension of v is transitive; the treatment of A is 
similar. (A v (B v C))(x) = sup{A(y) A sup{B(u) A C(u) / z=u v u) 1 x= 
J’ V Z} =SllpfA(y) A B(u) A c(U) 1 X=y V 24 V U}. 
Let us prove that the extensions of v and A verify the absorption 
law. We only prove that A A (A v B) = A as the other case is similar. 
(A A (A V B))(X) = SUp(Fi(~71) A SUp(4U2) A B(h)1 J’ = a2 V h) 1 X= 
01 A y} = SUp{A(Ul) A A(a2) A B(h) )x = al A (a2 v 6)}. Taking 
al = a2 = a we get x = a A (a v h) = a and (A A (A v B))(x) >, 
sup{A(a) A B(b) 1 x=a~(avh)} aA( because there is b with B(b)= 1. 
Let us suppose this inequality is strict, so there are al, ~2, h such that 
A(a1) A A(a2) A B(b) > A(x) and x = al A (a2 v b). From A E $? we have 
A(G) and A(a) > A(x), where 6 = al v a2 and a = al A 02. From monotony 
of v and A we have (al A d?) A ((al A ~2) v b) <al A (a2 v h) < 
(al v ~2) A ((crl v ~2) v h), and from absorption we can write al A a2 < 
al A (a2 v h) d al v ~2, which proves that A(a1 A (a2 v h)) =A(x) 3 
A(a) A A(a) > A(x), a contradiction. 
We now prove the distributivity of extensions when the underlying 
lattice is distributive. (A A (B v C))(x)=sup{A(a) A B(b) A C(c) / x= 
a A (b v c)}, and ((A A B) V (A A c))(X) = SUp{/‘i(d) A B(b) A A(a2) 
A C(c) 1 x = (al A b) v (a2 A c)}. Making al = a2 =a we get ((A A B) 
v (A A C))(x) 3 (A A (B v C))(x). Let us suppose that this inclusion is 
strict; there is an x such that ((A A B) v (A A C))(x) = h> (A A 
(B v C))(X) = 1. For every ‘J <h we can find al, ~2, h, c such that 
x= (al A h) v (a2 A c) and A(a1) A A(a2) A B(h) A C(c)>y. But let us 
consider a=al A ~2, Z=al v a& X=(5 A 6) v (5 A ~)=a A (h v c), and 
x= (a A b) v (a A c) =a A (b v c). We have A(a), A(u) 3 7 and so 
(A A (B v C))(x) ay and (A A (B v C))(X) 2’~. But &6x,<X and so 
(A A (B V c))(X)>)‘, which proves that (A A (B v C))(x) 3 h; but 
h > 12 h is a contradiction. 
It is now interesting to relate the order relation induced by the lattice 
structure extension with the extensions of the order relation. In fact we will 
prove that A v B= A is equivalent with A 2 B. 
PROPOSITION IV.3. Let Gf? be defined us before and let v and A be 
extensions of the correponding operations in E. $9 is a lattice and the 
associated order relation is 2. 
ProoJ Let us show that A > B +Av B=A. Let a be such that 
A(a) = CI, then for every y < IX there is b such that a 2 b and B(b) 2 y. But 
a 3 b tf a v b = b and B(b) 2 y + A v B(a) 2 y; but this holds for any y <a 
and so A v B(a) > c( = A(a). We have proved that A v B 2 A, let us prove 
the converse. On the contrary we suppose the existence of c such that 
A v B(c) > A(c). Let LX = A v B(c), then for every y <a there are a and b 
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such that c= a v b and A(a) A B(b) > y. We have A(a) >y, B(b) > y, and 
a < c. From A > B we can find, for every 6 < y, u’, with a’ > b and A(u’) > 6. 
We have a v u’>a v b=cbu and A(u v u’)>,A(u) A A(u We 
deduce that A(c) > A(u) A A(u v a’) 3 6, and this can be done for every 6. 
In particular we can take u > y > 6 > A(c) and find A(c) 3 6, a contra- 
diction. We conclude that A = A v B. 
We finish the proof with A v B= A + A 3 B. We first prove that 
A 3 A v B implies Vb 3u, aa b, A(u) >, B(b), a stronger result than 
necessary. We suppose the converse: there is 6 such that Vu we have not 
a 2 b and A(u) > B(6). So for every a we would have a & h or A(u) < B(b). 
From h>b we can write A(b)< B(6). There is an al such that A(ul)= 1, 
but A( B(b) proves al 2 6. But al v h and so A(u1 v 6)~ B(6). 
We would write A v B(a1 v 6)> A(a1) A B(b)= B(b)> A(u1 v 6) which 
shows A v B d A, a contradiction. Let us consider the second part: 
A v BIAAVU, sup(B(b)l uab}>A(u). Let a and A(u)=a exist. 
A ‘v B(u) 3 o! implies that for every y < cx there are a’, b’ such that 
a = a’ v b’ and A(u’) A B(b’) 3 y. In fact this can be reformulated as 
VuVy, A(u)+3b, abb, B(b)>y, and this implies Vu, sup(B(b) j u>b}a 
A(u). But we cannot prove the stronger result, Vu 3b, a 2 b, B(b)>, A(u), 
without use of topological properties. 
PROPOSITION IV.4. Let us assume that E has been endowed with a 
topological structure making it a Huusdorff space and for which v and A 
are continuous applications. We consider the class ~8 = {C E $7 1 C is com- 
pact } ([Cl, is compact for every a > 0). Then 2 with the extensions v and 
A is a lattice and the associated order relation is $. 
Proof We have proved in Proposition IV.2 the major part of this 
result. We have only to show that 2 is closed under v and A. This is a 
direct consequence of Proposition 111.1, from which we know that 
CA v Bl,= CAL v CBI, and [IA A Bl,= [Al, A CBI,. [Al, and CBI, 
being compact and v and A being continuous we deduce [A v B], and 
[A A B], are compact for every a and so A v B and A A B are in 2”. 
We know from Proposition IV.3 that A v B = A tt A 2 B, so we have 
to prove A > B++ A % B. From continuity of v and A we have 
(xEElx<y}= JXEEJ xvy=y} and (x~E~x~y}={x~E~x~y=y} 
are closed sets. But Proposition III.2 gives us the result. 
We have seen the importance of class %? in order to get a lattice from an 
extension. Let us define a closure operator which maps normalized fuzzy 
sets into %‘. Let JY be the normalized fuzzy sets on E, and we consider the 
class % of fuzzy sets on E which satisfies the axioms of family V but is not 
necessarily normalized. From the proof of Proposition IV.2 we know that 
# satisfies Cl, C2 E $J --t Cl v C2 E f and Cl A C2 E f. We easily verified 
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that Ci E 9, i E Z, then fi { Ci 1 i E I} and E are in 2. So we define a closure 
operator A in ~6’” as: A is the least element (for inclusion) in 2 which 
contains A. From these remarks we can state: 
PROPOSITION IV.5. The closure operator ^: .N + +Z (because JV n 
2 = U) satisfies: 
-LA, 
-A=B+,k& 
--A^ v l?=A/vzB, 
-2 A B=A?B, 
ProoJ: The proof of these properties, except the last, is a direct con- 
sequence of the fact that 2 is a Moore family. For instance, from A 1 A, 
B=BwehaveAv&=AvBandAvbEQ?,soAvb=A%.Butfrom 
A=n (CE~:CZA}, B=n (CE~ 1 CIB}, and the closeness of V for 
v, we can write Cl E 2, Cl 3 A, and C2 ~9, C2 EY, C2 1 B imply that 
Cl v C2~9 and Cl v C21A v B, so n {Cl v C2 1 Cl, CUE%?, C1lAA, 
C2=B}c~{C~%?(C=AvB}-+~v~=A%.Sowehave~v~= 
A%. 
Let us prove the last property: A 2 B -+ A 3 B. In fact let us recall the 
proof of AbB-+Av B=A in Proposition IV.3. We see that 
A > B + A v B 1 A still holds when A and B are not in %‘. We do not have 
general equality because the second part A b B -+ A v ‘B c A necessitates 
that A be in %‘. But it is clear in this proof that we have A 2 B + 
A v BcA. So we have A>B-+AxA v BxA. Taking the closure we get 
A=A?B=,& and so A>B-+a=a v B-iiab. 
An immediate consequence is given in the corollary: 
COROLLARY IV.l. Let A, BEN, then A>B and B>A+A=B. A>B 
and B > A is an equivalence relation on N which is also defined as A - B if 
and only if a= B. 
Proof We have proved that B is an order relation on +Z, but it is not 
the case on .N”. We can have A > B and B 2 A and A # B. But from 
A > B + A > B and B > A + B > A and the fact that > is an order relation 
on % we have A> B and B2A -+A =B. The fact that A-B is an 
equivalence relation is obvious. 
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V. APPLICATIONS: POSSIBILISTIC SETS 
A direct application can be done with the definition of possibilistic sets. 
Let 52 be a set of events endowed with a possibility distribution. 
Any map a:Q+(O,l)” induces a fuzzy set A on { 0, 1 }E, A(c) = 
poss{w ( u(w) = c}. 
DEFINITION V. 1. Such a fuzzy set on { 0, 1) ’ will be called a 
possibilistic set if it satisfies: 
- A is nomalized (3c, A(c) = l), 
- if cc dcf then A(d) > A(c) A A(f), 
- A(cud)> A(c) A A(d) and A(c nd)>, A(c) A A(d). 
Considering two maps a, b: 52 -+ (0, 1 }” then we can define their union 
and intersection by 
(au b)(w) = u(w) u b(w) and (an b)(w) = u(w) n b(w). 
If we suppose that these maps are A -independent, 
poss(w(u(w)=candb(w)=d}=poss(w(u(w)=c} A poss(w(b(w)=d}, 
then we have the following induced fuzzy sets: 
(A VJ B)(c) = poss{w ( ( uub)(w)=c}=poss(w 1 u(w)ub(w)=c}. 
But {w / u(w)ub(w)=c} =Urv.P=c {w (u(w)=x, b(w)=y), so we can 
write (AuB)(c) = sup(poss(w ) u(w) = X, b(w) = Y} 1 Xu Y = c} = 
sup{ A(x) A B( Y) ) Xu Y = c>, which shows that union and intersection of 
possibilistic sets can be naturally defined from extension principles. 
PROPOSITION V.l. If we define union and intersection of possibilistic sets 
us 
(AlyrB)(c)=sup{A(x) A B(y) (xuy=c} 
(AfiB)(c)=sup(A(x) A B(y)) xny=c}, 
then we can assert that the family of possibilistic sets is closed for these 
operations, and with these operations it is a lattice. The inclusion of 
possibilistic sets is naturally defined us 
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und it satkfies 
A C BttVcsup(B(d) 1 dxc} 3,4(c) 
and 
Vc sup(A(d) / dc c} > B(c). 
ProoJ: The proof is a direct consequence of Propositions IV.2 and IV.3. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The class %? we have defined can be of great use. For instance, we have 
defined “possibilistic sets,” in the same way as random sets, by the use of 
maps from an events set Q, the states of nature, into the subsets (fuzzy or 
not) of a set E. This construction gives us another point of view on fuzzy 
sets, especially since the axioms defining class g are close to those used to 
define fuzzy numbers. This could be the subject of further studies. 
This approach can be used to define what we call smooth mathematical 
structures. The goal of such constructions lies in the use of soft versions of 
the axioms defining a classic theory. A way which can be used to do this 
smoothing is to work from possibilistic distributions defined on a class of 
such structures. Then many properties originally linked with operations on 
subsets become linked with the corresponding extensions, and so we need 
to use results on the extension of boolean lattices. 
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